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Tuesday, October 2nd. Benediction Lutheran Church, 6th Avenue and 56th Street,
Tsawwassen.
AGM meeting at 7:30, with our speaker shortly after 8:00. Plenty of parking spaces
outside, and refreshments and friendly people inside!

PETER CANDIDO
A biochemist and molecular biologist by
training, Peter has had a lifelong interest
in the natural world and has been
birding since the age of thirteen.
He is a long-time member of Nature
Vancouver, where he has served as
chair of the Birding Section
Committee. He is also a member of BC
Field Ornithologists where he is
currently serving on the provincial Bird
Records Committee.
Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology, University of B.C. - Ph.D

A Birding and Wildlife Tour of Brazil:
Amazon Rainforest, Pantanal and Cerrado
This presentation will focus on the birds
and other wildlife of the Amazon
Rainforest around Cristalino Lodge, the
open country of the Pantanal, and the
cerrado habitat of Chapada dos
Guimarães National Park.
Cristalino Lodge lies in a large private
protected area of rainforest at the
southern edge of the Amazon basin. It is
very rich in overall biodiversity, even for

the Amazon region, with 586 bird
species recorded in the area.
The Pantanal is the largest freshwater
wetland in the world, roughly the size of
Florida. It is home to such iconic
mammals as Jaguar, Capybara and
Giant Anteater, millions of Caimans, and
the largest flying parrot in the world, the
Hyacinth Macaw. Join Peter for an
exploration of this amazing region.

Nanaday Parakeet
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SPEAKERS
•
•

November - Ron Long - Pink Mountain
December - Noreen Rudd and David Hoar - Falkland Islands, South Georgia
▪ and Antarctica

NOTICES
The role of Secretary for the Delta Nats. is vacant. The duties include taking notes at
the monthly meetings, transcribing these, and sending them to Directors of the Executive
for review. Following review, making any changes if necessary, saving them to Word,
and forwarding them to the Executive.
Attending and participating in monthly Executive meetings.
This is not a time-consuming role, but nonetheless, it is an important role, and it would
be good to have continuity in the position. When you are away, one of us will cover the
duties on your behalf.
As secretary, you have a voice in the decision making of our society. We are a pretty
good bunch and generally have fun at our exec. meetings. Additional benefits of
volunteering are the realization that you are contributing to a worthwhile organization
and the feeling of comradeship with your colleagues.

Grey-cowled Wood-rail

P. Candido

DELTA NATS CASUAL BIRDING OUTINGS
Schedule is tentative. Check for updates: https://dncb.wordpress.com/deltanaturalists/delta-naturalists-upcoming-events/#dncb

TUE Oct 2
Tue
Tue
Tue
Tue
Tue
Tue

Oct 9
Oct 16
Oct 23
Oct 30
Nov 6
Nov 13

Derby Reach & Brae
Island
Point Roberts
Jericho
VanDusen Gardens
Whidbey Island
Iona
Boundary Bay at 104th St.

Tue Nov 20
Tue Nov 27
Tue Dec 4
Wed Dec 12

Tue Dec 18
Tue Dec 25

Reifel
Blaine & Semiahmoo Spit
Terra Nova
Birds on the Bay in
Boundary Bay Regional
Park
Burnaby Mtn
CANCELLED

Birds on the Bay Participants

David Hoar

September 12th
Twenty-five folk enjoyed another beautiful Wednesday morning wandering around Boundary Bay Regional
Park (BBRP) on our quarterly Birds on the Bay (BOTB) outing. The tide was high, the weather was fine, the
chat fest was illuminating, and we saw a few neat birds. Check out the brilliant photo evidence on our Flickr
site at: https://www.flickr.com/search/?group_id=3027315%40N23&text=2018-37&view_all=1. Tom Bearss

DUES ARE DUE

August 31st is the year-end for the Delta Naturalists Society. Your annual dues for
2018-2019 may be paid at any general meeting or mailed to:
Delta Naturalists Society
PO Box No. 18044
1215C 56th Street
Delta, BC, V4L 2M4

or to:

Jim Kneesch
DNS Membership
4811 - 13 Ave
Delta, BC, V4M 2B7

The membership dues are Family $45.00 or Individual $35.00
(If you are affiliated with another BC
Nature club, the dues are $29.00 and
$19.00 respectively. Please indicate your
club affiliation with your payment)
We will be providing membership cards
again this year in lieu of receipts - you
can pick up your cards from me at a
meeting or at one of our outings.
From an administration point of view, I
would prefer personal cheques or cash
in an envelope (only if you hand to me
directly) with your name and club
affiliation written on it to make it easier
to track your payments.

Cheques should be made out to “Delta
Naturalists Society”
Note: If you do not pay your
membership dues you will not receive
the BC Nature Magazine and the regular
Delta Naturalists Society distribution of
information.
Do not forget to re-sign your waiver
forms at the meeting or print the
attached copy and send a signed copy
with your dues. The Federation of BC
Naturalists (BCN) requests that waiver
forms be signed for each year that you
participate in club events.

Best regards
Jim Kneesch
DNS Membership and Treasurer

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ui=2&ik=67ec3b97e2&attid=0.1&permmsgid=msgf:1609336509069306045&th=165583074324a8bd&view=att&disp=inlin

California Tortoiseshell Butterfly Sept 5/18

Milbert’s Tortoiseshell Sept 5/16

David Hoar

Terrance Carr

Pacific Fritillary Butterfly – Sept 5/18

Delta Nats & Mt. Shuksan Sept 5/18

Terrance Carr

Terrance Carr

American Dipper Sept 5/18

American Pipit Sept 5/18

Glen Bodie

Glen Bodie

Fraser Estuary’s Future Depends on Collaboration
Blackie Spit is on the southeastern corner of
Boundary Bay part of the Fraser Estuary
WHSRN site. With paths, easy access, and two
dog parks (one in the water), this park is
popular for many residents and out-of-town
visitors. Our winged out-of-town friends tend
to flock to this shoreline too, but these days it
is typically too busy for feeding and roosting
shorebirds. The day’s Long-billed Curlew was
an exception. Black Oystercatchers
(Haematopus bachmani) have attempted to
nest in recent years but have not been
successful.
Blackie Spit is just one of several areas that
were highlighted during a recent tour of the
Fraser Estuary led by Bird Studies Canada. The
Fraser Estuary became a WHSRN site of
Hemispheric Importance in 2005 for hosting
over 500,000 Western Sandpipers (Calidris
mauri). At least 90% of all Western Sandpipers
will use the Fraser Estuary at some point in
their life cycle. The three main areas of the
site, Roberts Bank, Boundary Bay, and
Sturgeon Bank, are also host to several other
species of shorebirds such as Dunlin (Calidris
alpina) and Black-bellied Plovers (Pluvialis
squatarola).
But Fraser Estuary area is not just for birds.
Nearby communities enjoy relaxing along the
wetlands, appreciating the open space and
respite from urban life. The Fraser estuary is
the ancestral home of the Coast Salish people
and as unceded territory it continues to be
inhabited by a number of First Nations
communities across the delta. The estuary is
also host to an important salmon fishery, along
with other fisheries. The estuary and its
wetlands serve as the nursery for salmon smolt
while they are adapting from freshwater and
saltwater.

Both urban and rural, this site in British
Columbia, Canada is rapidly changing,
threatening the health of the estuary and the
communities and wildlife that rely on it. Bird
Studies Canada led this tour of the area with
regional stakeholders to raise awareness of the
threats facing the estuary and to build a dialog
amongst those collaborating to conserve the
health and function of the estuary.
Other areas that were highlighted included
popular walking trails along northern Boundary
Bay, Brunswick Point, local farms, and Iona
Beach Regional Park. In addition to
recreational disturbance, the tour highlighted
other threats, including increased development
– especially the conversion of in-soil agriculture
to greenhouses or hard infrastructure,
unexplained die-off coastal wetlands, and the
invasive Spartina cordgrass that chokes out
healthy wetlands and takes over mudflats. Loss
of wetlands, mudflats, and agriculture lands
means fewer places for birds to roost and feed.
On top of this is the ever-looming threat that
faces many WHSRN sites: climate change,
which brings unknown impacts from rising
tides, changes in freshwater flows from the
mountains, and changes in shoreline habitat
One of the greatest threats facing the Fraser
Estuary is the widespread expansion of
western gateway trade infrastructure,
exemplified by the Roberts Bank Terminal 2
project. The proposed port expansion would
double the size of the existing artificial island
and causeway, which already holds Canada’s
largest shipping container facility. In this same
area are mudflats which produce large
amounts of biofilm, a critical food source for
Western Sandpipers found more extensively on
the Roberts Bank mudflats than most other
areas of the estuary. The proposed terminal
could alter the flow of salt and freshwater
across these mudflats, with as yet unknown
impacts on biofilm and on the world’s Western

Sandpipers. The Roberts Bank port expansion
is currently in an open public comment
period as part of the environmental
assessment process.
Protecting the Fraser Estuary is critical for
shorebirds, this we know. It is a lynchpin in the
Pacific Flyway. But it is equally important to the
quality of life of the nearby communities that
depend on it for food, heritage, recreation,
salmon and other fisheries, and open space. A
road map for the future is necessary and
urgent to ensure that communities and wildlife
will continue to share this estuary.

When it comes to conservation in the complex
environment that is the Fraser estuary, those
that hope for a better future for the birds,
nature and communities are sharing
knowledge, time and resources to conserve the
remaining bird habitat,” says James Casey,
Manager of the Fraser Program with Bird
Studies Canada. However, more help is
needed. To learn how you can help
contact James Casey at
jcasey@birdscanada.org.

Western Sandpipers at Beach Grove in the Fraser Estuary.

Pete Davidson

The group after Bird Studies Canada's tour of the Fraser Estuary.

Pete Davidson

Eight Bird Species First Confirmed Avian Extinctions This Decade
Most of the extinctions were caused by deforestation in South America, a new
study of endangered birds shows.

The Guardian
Patrick Barkham

Sept 4, 2018

Spix’s macaw, a brilliant blue species of
Brazilian parrot that starred in the
children’s animation Rio, has become
extinct this century, according to a new
assessment of endangered birds.
The macaw is one of eight species,
including the poo-uli, the Pernambuco
pygmy-owl and the cryptic treehunter,
that can be added to the growing list of
confirmed or highly likely extinctions,
according to a new statistical
analysis by BirdLife International.
Historically, most bird extinctions have
been small-island species vulnerable to
hunting or invasive species but five of
these new extinctions have occurred in

South America and are attributed by
scientists to deforestation.
Stuart Butchart, BirdLife International’s
chief scientist, said the new study
highlighted that an extinction crisis was
now unfolding on large continents,
driven by human habitat destruction.
More than 26,000 of the world’s species
are now threatened, according to
the latest “red list” assessment, with
scientists warning that humans are
driving a sixth great extinction event.

The poo’uli was last seen in 2004. Photo: Paul E Baker

To read the rest of this important article:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/sep/04/first-eight-bird-extinctions-of-the-21stcentury-confirmed?CMP=Share_iOSApp_Other

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
Neil Simpson

Delta

Susan Gemeinhardt

Delta

Ginger Atwal Rjinder

Surrey

Golden crowned Kinglet Noreen Rudd

SURREY TO DEVELOP NEW BIRD WATCHING LOCATIONS
The City of Surrey is poised to get a massive new park that stretches along prime riverfront property.
Specifically, it plans to develop 3 km of space along the south side of the Nicomekl River in South
Surrey.
Right now, it is in the process of acquiring the last few pieces of parkland necessary to join the
riverside connection. These pieces will extend from Elgin Rd to 40th Ave, as well as include two large
park spaces located at 3652 Elgin Road/14391 Crescent Road and 3600 King George Boulevard.
Once complete, the Surrey park will have environmental, cultural, art, heritage, recreation and social
spaces.

Nicomekl Riverfront Park

As one of the longest and most unique parks in the Lower Mainland, the city states that the park will
have a number of features:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create access to the river
Express histories and stories through public art, interpretation, materials, and design
elements
Engage with First Nations and the public to work toward Reconciliation
Provide opportunities for all ages and abilities
Balance ecology with park amenities
Connect to the greater land and water systems
Address sea level rise
Protect, restore, enhance and increase ecological corridors, patches, tree canopy and
shoreline complexity
Celebrate unique qualities of each park zone while connecting them into one continuous
riparian experience

Vancouver Is Awesome - an online publication. By Elana Shepert September 21, 2018
Niclomekl Photos used with permission

It's official! The Scott Islands are now a Marine National
Wildlife Area
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society British Columbia Chapter
Ross Jameson September 13, 2018
The future is looking bright for a seabird haven on BC's coast.
Today, the federal government announced the creation of Canada's first ever marine National
Wildlife Area to protect the Scott Islands ocean environment. After years of fighting for these
islands with you and thousands of other wildlife lovers from across the country, we're thrilled to share
this news!
Located off the northern tip of Vancouver Island, the Scott Islands are the
most important seabird habitat in Pacific Canada. They shelter upward of 2
million seabirds each year, including 90% of Canada's tufted puffins and
half the world's Cassin's auklets. The nutrient-rich waters surrounding the
Islands support an incredible diversity of wildlife, including sea otters,
Steller sea lions, and whales.
Seabirds forage as far away as 100 km from shore, making a healthy ocean
essential for their survival. But despite their importance, the waters
surrounding the Scott Islands have remained unprotected — until today.
This ocean protection covers 11,540 km2 to safeguard habitat for seabirds
and includes a funding commitment of $3.2 million to ensure management,
research, and monitoring in the area.
While this designation is a critical first step toward full protection for the Scott Islands,
the real work is just beginning. The protected area announced today does not fully limit
industrial activities like fishing and shipping.
That means critical habitat is still open for commercial fishing, which threatens seabirds and other
wildlife with entanglement and competition for food. Industrial shipping lanes passing through key
foraging areas also pose an enormous threat to wildlife in the Scott Islands marine National Wildlife
Area.
As the management plan develops, we'll continue to advocate for nature at the table opposite
government and industry. We can ensure activities like fisheries and shipping are further restricted to
protect seabirds and other species. We will also work to expand the boundaries of the marine
National Wildlife Area to protect as much habitat as possible.
The Scott Islands wouldn't have gotten this protection without support. And now is your
chance to help ensure full, lasting protection for the Scott Islands and all the wildlife that live there.
Will you make a gift to ensure nature has a loud voice at the planning table? You can make sure
seabirds, otters, and whales get centre stage in the future of the Scott Islands marine National
Wildlife Area. We can't pass up the opportunity to ensure this ocean paradise gets the protection it
needs in a sea of threats.

CORRESPONDENCE
Delta Naturalists (DN)- Submitted by Anita Den
Dikken for the BC Nature Fall General Meeting
and Conference, Club Reports, September 22,
2018.

• Biannual Vancouver Landfill Open House - an
interesting event at which the public learns
about the inner workings of the landfill and has
an opportunity to see what they do

As a society which promotes the knowledge
and preservation of Nature, our society
participates in various community and regional
events for the public.

• Starry Night - an event held at Deas Island
Regional Park. The highlight of the evening
occurs at dusk when all the bats which roost at
the historic house called Burrvilla, fly out into
the night to feast on mosquitoes and other
insects

We have various display items pertaining to
birds, other animals, plants, and the
environment, generally pertinent to our Delta
landscape. Items include bird’s nests, various
shells, nature pictures and posters, toy birds
with calls representative of their species, and
even two animal skins. I must admit that the
wolf skin is not from here but rather from the
Yukon. The other one is from a black bear
(from Burns Bog?). Kids and adults alike are
fascinated by the wolf, and because it is so
large, often mistake it for a bear. And, in
general, we find many parents like their kids to
experience displays such as ours so that they
can learn to appreciate nature and its bounty.
The events in which we participate include:
• The annual fish release in Watershed Park in
N. Delta. These fingerlings are chum salmon
which have been raised in tanks. Children are
given pails of the fish and they then release
them into a stream which flows into the Fraser
River. They are thrilled to do this.
• World Migratory Bird Day held at historic
Cammidge House at Boundary Bay Park. Our
volunteers also lead bird walks for the public
• Father's Day Pancake Breakfast held at
Boundary Bay (GVRD) Regional Park.

• Animal Expo - an annual event to celebrate
our animal companions and wild animals, held
in Ladner. This is a major fund raiser for the
Delta Animal Shelter. Events include dog agility
races, Police dog demonstrations, displays of
raptors from OWL (Orphaned Wildlife Rescue
in Ladner) and other organizations, as well as
booths which offer info and services geared to
our animal companions
• Richmond Raptor and Garlic Festival - held at
Terra Nova in Richmond. Trained birds of prey
show off their flying and hunting skills.
Sometimes the birds relish their freedom so
much that they fly off and disappear for
several hours.
• Day At The Farm: coming up Sept. 8th on
Westham Island. This event highlights
agriculture on the Fraser Delta and comprises
various displays, information booths and
entertainment.
Delta Nats (as we call ourselves) have monthly
meetings with featured speakers. In May we
had Marg Cuthbert of Semiahmoo educating us
on the birds and other wildlife of Mozambique
(a little-known country). June saw David and
Diane Reesor deliver a presentation on their
visit in Sri Lanka. In September we will have

Roger Emsley and Cliff Caprani release a short
video on what Delta Port 2 would mean for the
Pacific Flyway, particularly with respect to the
Western Sandpiper. This will be followed by
our very own naturalist, Anne Murray, giving us
a presentation on her recent visit to China and
its birds.

Weekly birding outings lead by people such as
our esteemed President, Tom Bearss , and
others such as Terry Carr are popular events
which take place year-round.
In summary, Delta Nats. is a thriving, albeit
small, organization.

♦

Autumn at Van Dusen Botanical Garden

Mount Shuksak, WA

Nerine
Autumn Flowers
Photos used with permission

Cyclamen

From: Anita Den Dikken <dendikkena@gmail.com>
Date: Sun, Sep 23, 2018 at 12:52 PM
Subject: CANADIAN ENVIRONMENTAL AGENCY INFO SESSION ON PORT
To: BC Nature Conservation Committee
Several representatives from the CEA were in
Tsawwassen on Friday to present information
on the environmental assessment process
for proposed Delta Port 2. (now called Roberts
Bank Terminal 2 Project).
I found it worthwhile attending as they
presented the three stages of the review,
giving me a sense of where we are at. Here is
a simplified version which may or may not be
useful for you.
We are still in the first stage which is the draft
Review Panel Terms of Reference. The visit
here was part of the public consultation part of
stage 1. During this stage the Review Panel
ensures that it has adequate information from
the proponent and requests clarification where
necessary. Our last letter to Cindy Parker,
Panel Manager, was part of this stage.
Stage 2 is the Public Hearing. The public is
free to attend as observers but anyone or any
group wishing to participate formally whether
in writing, orally, or a combination of written
and oral must register through the CEAA.
Stage 3 is the submission of the Review Panel
Report to the federal Minister of Environment
and Climate Change. It is then incumbent
upon the Minister to determine if the Project is
likely to cause significant adverse

environmental effects. If the Minister
determines that the Project is likely to result in
significant adverse environmental effects, then
the matter is referred to Governor in Council
(cabinet) to make the final decision. My sense
is that we are still far from a decision.
What I found interesting is that the
Environmental Assessment Agency also reports
to the Minister of Environment & Climate
Change.
Cindy Parker, the Panel Manager for this
Project was also here. I had a chance to talk
with her and gave her a bit of a rundown on
BC Nature and our Conservation
Committee. She obviously has read our
correspondence to her.
The Review Panel comprises three people. The
Panel Chair is Mme. Jocelyn Beaudet and the
Panel Members are Dr. David Levy, and Dr
Douw Steyn. The two members are both in
this region. Dr. David A. Levy is a fisheries
biologist and environmental consultant. Dr.
Douw Steyn is a Professor Emeritus with the
Department of Earth, Ocean and Atmospheric
Sciences at UBC. His interests have been in
the areas of the atmosphere and
climate. Mme. Beaudet is a veteran of many
review panels.

Iona Regional Park Birders Sept 19th

Report
Funding for the Construction of Barn Owl Boxes
Delta Naturalists Society

27th September 2018
Introduction
A grant was received from B C Nature for the construction of 12 Barn Owl Boxes for use in Delta. Ten of these
boxes were for inside of Barns and two were for external use [i.e. pole mounted and weatherized]. As part of
the conditions for the grant a report is to be submitted by the end of October 2018.
The Project
The project was started at the beginning of September 2018. A team of Delta Naturalists was formed, and
construction of the boxes was completed by the end of September
Team members are:
Peter Ward [AKA “Management”}
Jim Kneesch
Chris McVittie
Jack MacDonald
Mike Baylis
Roger Kenny
The task was to produce ten inside barn owl nesting boxes and two outside barn owl nesting boxes. Eight of
the inside boxes have front balconies and the two outside boxes have wrap around balconies. Design of these
balconies has been enhanced to make the balconies larger than previous boxes constructed. The newer
design gives the owlets a safer environment. The larger balconies reduce the risk of owlets falling.

We are also charged with helping with the installation of these boxes.
Progress
Construction
All of the boxes and balconies have been produced:
1
12 Inside boxes [We were able to produce a couple of extra boxes using the grant money due to
reduction in material costs.]
2

8 Inside box balconies. Not all inside boxes need balconies due to their positioning in the barns.

3

2 Outside boxes with balconies

Installation
The first installs of the inside barn owl boxes were completed on September 27th, 2018. Sofi Hindmarsh lead
the installation with help for some of the Delta Nats construction team.
Three more boxes will be installed next week. It is expected to have all of the boxes installed before 2019.

The Team

Back Row:
Front Row:

Peter Ward “management”, Chris McVittie, Jack MacDonald
Jim Kneesch, Sofi Hindmarch {the main lady], Mike Bayliss, Ken Hall, Roger Kenny

American Goldfinch on Thistle Aug 29/18

David Hoar

DNS Executive
Bearss, Tom
Perrin, Elizabeth
Den Dikken, Anita
Kneesch, Jim
McVittie, Chris
Syd Barber

President Tom.Bearss@dccnet.com
Vice President
BC Nature representative
Treasurer/Membership / DNS Facebook Master
Director at Large / DNS Facebook Master
Director at Large

DNS Support Volunteers
Belless, Armene
Social Committee
Borrie, Ken
Web Manager
Carr, Terry
Display Coordinator
Coutts, Audrey
Newsletter Editor makemusichappen@gmail.com
Fuller, Valerie
Publicity
Hacker, Geof
DNS Archivist/Speaker Posters
Martin, Marylile
Assistant Display Coordinator
Melville-Roberts, Jennifer
Social Committee
Rennie, Paul
Audio Visual Support
Ronback, James
Environmental Watch Dog Jim.Ronback@gmail.com
Stewart, Alan
Audio Visual Support
Whitlam, Valerie
Social Committee
Williamson, Joanne
Lead - Social Committee
Delta Nats’ website: https://dncb.wordpress.com/
Wild Life Rescue
604-526-7275
Canadian Wildlife Services
604-666-0143
Rare Bird Alert (24 hour)
604-737-3074
Reifel Migratory Bird Sanctuary
604-946-6980
OWL (Orphaned Wildlife Rehab) 604-946-3171
Wildlife Violation Report
1-800-663-9453
Fisheries and Oceans HOT LINE 604-666-3500
Delta Farmland & Wildlife Trust
604-940-3392
Nature Vancouver - http://naturevancouver.ca
INTERESTING LINKS
Delta Farmland and Wildlife Trust:
http://www.deltafarmland.ca/
Friends of Semiahmoo Bay Society:
http://www.birdsonthebay.ca/
Boundary Bay Park Association
https://boundarybayparkassociation.wordpress.com/event-calendar
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Canada Geese, Shuswap Lake Tracey Nobes

Snow Geese Over Richmond Angela Burnett

Autumn in Kaslo

Ann Andriashek

